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A3S,RACT 

We present the first Jata reb/J£,e of th2 A.....,MA-IMF Large Program, which covers the 12rn-arra:,· continumn calibration and imag
i:::::;;iing. The ALMA-IMF Large Frogram is a survey of fifteen dense molecular cloud regions sparming a range of evolutionary stages
� that aim" to measure the core mass function (CMF). We describe the data acquisition and calibration done by the Atacama
Cj Large Millimeter/subrnillimeter Array (ALMA) ob.;ervatory and the subsequent calibration and imaging we performed. The image

• products are cornbmations of multiple 12m array config11rations created from a selection of the observed bandwidth usmg mult1-
,.Q term, multi-fre,111ency synthesis imaging and deconvolution. 'l'he data products are self-calibrated and exhibit substantial noise

�improvements over the images produced from the delivered data. We compare different choices of continuum selection, calibration
1 parameters, and image weighting parameters, demonstrating the utility and necessity of our additional processing work. Two vari-
8 ants of continuum selection are used and will be distributed: the "best-sern;itivity'' (bsens) data,. which include the full bandwidth.

� mcludmg bnght euuss1on hues that coutammate the contmuurn, and "cleanest" (cleanest), wluch select port10ns of the spectrum
� that are unaffected by line emission. We p'.'es.ent a preliminary anal

?'
sis of the spectral indices of the continuum data, showing that 

L......Jthe ALMA products are able to clearly d1stmgu1sh free-free err11ss1on from dust err11ss10n, and that m some cases we are able to 
identify optically thick emission sources. The data products are made public with this release. 
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1. Introduction

. 

 

In our Galaxy, stars form out of dense, dust-rich gas that 
has its peak emission in the far-infrared and is bright at 
millimeter wavclengihs. Observations of the thermal con
tinuum emission from dust grains have become the most 
important tool for determining the mass of the pre-stellar 
material that collapses under self-gravity to form stars (e.g., 
Motte et al. 1998; Enoch et al. 2008). While star forma
tion within the local kiloparsec is well-observed with single
dish instruments and small interferometers, the Atacama 
Large Millimeter/ su bmillimeter Array (ALMA) ha .. <.; opened 
new opportunities to study star formation at solar system 
scale resolution throughout the Galaxy (e.g., Ginsburg et al. 
2017; Motte et al. 2018; Csengeri et al. 2018; Sanhueza et al. 
2019). 

'vVc have therefore undertaken a large observing program 
to take advantage of these new capabilities. ALMA-IMF is 
an ALMA Large Progra.m 1 to survey fifteen high-mass star-

1Prograrn ID 2017.1.01355.L; Pis: Motte, Ginsburg, Louvet, 
Sanhue".la, https: / ;,.,,_., . almairr.f . com 

forming regions in the Galactic plane. The survey overview 
is given in Paper I; Motte et al. (2021). 

The primary goal of ALMA-IMF is to measure the gas
phase precursor to the stellar initial mass function (IMF), 
the core mass function (CMF). This distribution function 
has previously been observed, in local clouds, to share a 
shape with the IMF (e.g., Motte ct al. 1998; Alves ct al. 
2007; Konyves et al. 2015), lea.ding to the suggestion that 
the origin of stellar masses is in this gas phase, though other 
interpretations of this similarity are possible (Offner et al. 
2014). The local-cloud observations were limited both in the 
upper mass limit (Mcm·e,max ;S lOM0) and in the range of 
physical conditions probed, especially in terms of feedback 
from high-mass stars and protosta.rs. The precursor works 
that motivated ALMA-IMF (Ginsburg et al. 2017; Motte 
et al. 2018; Sanhueza et al. 2019) have shown that a range of 
CMF shapes exist in high-mass star-forming regions (e.g., 
Beuther & Schilke 2004; Zhang et al. 2015; Ohashi et al. 
2016; Lu et al. 2020), driving the need to observe a larger 
sample. 
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